Searching for solar-like interannual to bidecadal effects on temperature and precipitation over a Southern Hemisphere location
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ABSTRACT

Precipitation and temperature over Tucuman (26.8°S, 65.2°W), a province located in the Northwestern region of Argentina, is analyzed for the interval 1889–2018 in search of any plausible statistical associations with impacts and responses from solar variability. The aim of the study was to contribute data to the controversial issue of climate variations in response to both anthropogenic and natural forcings. The long-term behavior of Tucuman climatic series involves overall warming and augmented precipitation tendencies, possibly linked to the increasing greenhouse gases concentration or even other local man-made factors like increasing urbanization. In addition, we identified sporadic ~4 and ~8-year periodicities, and a ~20-year oscillation after the 1950s. Based on the physical hint that bidecadal periodicities detected in climate parameters are probably not linked to the solar 11-year-like irradiance cycles, we expand our scope of investigations to include another effect which has been recently considered in the dynamics of large rivers as “the planetary hypothesis of the solar cycles”. This new hypothesis supposes that the barycentric dynamics of the Sun could be involved in modulations of the intrinsic solar magnetic and radiative output cycles and therefore Earth-bound climatic responses. Thus, we present a wide-ranging statistical analysis of correlation, cross spectrum, and coherence between Tucuman’s climatic series and solar orbital parameters, including also the analysis of hemispheric mean temperatures. Our results show significant coherence at the ~20-year cycle, which is clearly present in the Sun’s barycentric dynamic that could in turn be linked to some features of the quasi-decadal solar activity variations.

1. Introduction

Some features of the Sun are not yet completely understood, among which are the regularities and irregularities of the solar magnetic activity cycles. In order to understand these phenomena, theories have been developed that resulted in models capable of reproducing some aspects of solar activity variations that cover timescales from interannual to bimillennia or longer timescales.

The most promising and fruitful direction in the theoretical “framing” of these observed solar magnetic activity features is the magnetohydrodynamic dynamo theory (see for example the review of Priest, 2011). The study of solar magnetic variability, including prolonged activity minima can be cast in a solar dynamo theory (Brandenburg et al., 2017). Despite the progress in this field, it is clear that both the actual triggering and stopping mechanisms of solar cycles are still far from being understood; moreover, an external parametric force is needed to produce magnetic cyclicity and long-term variations. In this sense, Cionco and Soon (2015) proposed an optimal Sun-Planets Interaction (SPI) framework that can account for the timing of so-called solar activity Grand Minima (i.e., Usoskin et al., 2016) for the past 1000 years.
or so. Stefani et al. (2019) focuses more on the shorter term (i.e., interannual, decadal to bidecadal timescales) modulation mechanism, via planetary tidal synchronization, that involves the helicity parameters of the Tayler-Spruit dynamo equations.

Solar activity cycles are one of the fundamental “features” in the Sun-Earth relationship. Therefore, it is priority for geophysics, in a wide sense, and especially for Earth climate dynamic studies to understand and forecast solar variability (Jones et al., 2012; Soon et al., 2015). Solar cyclic changes as irradiance variations following the orbital-Milankovitch forcing (Cionco and Soon, 2017) or other plausible mechanisms related to planetary movement are increasingly being explored (see e.g., Sun et al., 2017).

The solar barycentric motion (SBM, formerly known as solar inertial motion) result from a complex model of N-body interactions in the Solar System (Cionco and Pavlov, 2018). The Sun moves around the center of mass of the solar system, called the barycenter. This movement mainly reflects the orbits of the two largest giant planets: Jupiter and Saturn, whose orbital periods are ~11.9 years and ~29.5 years respectively, and

Fig. 1. (a) Total Solar Irradiance TSI (red) [W/m²] and sunspot number Rz (black); (b) the magnitude of the solar barycentric position, r (black) x10³ [au], the modulus of the solar orbital angular momentum L (red) x10⁸ [Ms au/d], and solar “torque” dL/dt (blue) x10¹¹ [Ms au/d²]. Period 1889–2018. Ms: 1.989 x 10³⁰ kg; au: 149597870700 m; d: 86400s. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. (a) Annual mean temperature (red) and total precipitation (black) over Tucuman. (b) Hemispheric annual mean temperature: SH land (red), SH sea (blue), NH land (black), and NH sea (green). All series are standardized, and shown for the period 1889–2018. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Global mean CO2 mixing ratios (ppm) obtained from the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) (data available at https://data.giss.nasa.gov/modelforce/ghgases/Fig1A.ext.txt).
which constitute the 93% of the total planetary mass.

Several authors have associated the SBM with climatic and solar activity series (Jose, 1965; Charvatova, 2000; Leal-Silva and Velasco Herrera, 2012 Scafetta, 2010; Cionco and Compagnucci, 2012; McCracken et al., 2014; Cionco and Abuin, 2016; Okhlopkov, 2016; Sun et al., 2017; McCrann et al., 2018). However, other authors criticize the statistical methods adopted and the significance of some of the results (Cameron and Schussler, 2013; Holm, 2014, 2015). They argue that in many cases the observed coherence, despite being high, is not significant and lacks physical mechanism that can adequately explain this planetary hypothesis.

The hypothesis of a gravitational influence of the planets in the solar magnetic cycle is an old idea (reviewed by Cionco and Compagnucci, 2012) showing associations in several cycles, such as the quasi-decadal variation and ~20, ~30 and ~60-year quasi-oscillations, based on correlations between the movement of the Sun around the barycenter and its sunspots. This planetary hypothesis is a new perspective on the Sun-climate issue, even though according to the IPCC reports (IPCC, 2014) the influence of the Sun on Earth’s climate since the industrial era, in terms of radiative forcing is very small compared to the radiative forcing due to the anthropogenic greenhouse gases increase. Some works connect the discharge of rivers with the planetary dynamics (Zanchettin et al., 2008; Antico and Krohling, 2011; Cionco and Abuin, 2016) showing significant correlations between them and suggesting a possible physical mechanism that relates planetary movements, internal processes of the Sun and rivers’ dynamics on Earth.

In general, it is assumed that solar-climate interaction is due to solar irradiance forcing and this specific proposal has been reviewed in Soont (2009) and Soon et al. (2014). However, there are other mechanisms linked to solar radiations in a broader electromagnetic frequency range, like ultraviolet solar radiation, and to cosmic rays or solar wind variations that could involve the modulation of cloud covers and other cloud properties (Kirkby, 2007; Mendoza et al., 2016). Other still unknown space weather and gravitational mechanisms may exist. Furthermore, climate response to changes in solar irradiance may happen at different time scales, which can be masked if there are strong inherent oscillations in a solar parameter for example and not in climate, or vice versa. Thus, in order to find a relationship between climate and a given solar periodicity, the strong solar activity periodicity, or quasi-periodicity, may be filtered out applying an 11-year running mean to the solar parameter before performing the corresponding analysis, so that the strong 11-year cycle can be removed (Gil-Alana et al., 2014). Such an important separation of physical timescales and mechanisms owing to distinct local and regional land-air-ocean responses has been emphasized by Soon (2009). Another point to consider is that sea surface temperature is affected by changes in the deep oceans presenting variations on time scales from one to several decades, so the use of land surface temperatures may be a better option to analyze (Gil-Alana et al., 2014; Sica et al., 2018).

There are now sophisticated methods and models to detect correlation or causality. For example, slow feature analysis (SFA) (Wiskot, 2003) is a statistical technique to extract the driving force information behind a data series, assuming this driving force is a slowly changing mechanism. Wang et al. (2017) analyzed the Central England Temperature (CET) dataset, using the SFA technique and wavelet analysis (see the pioneering study by Baliunas et al., 1997 that essentially found similar multi-scale oscillations including 7.5 yr and 14.4 yr scales also reported by Wang et al., 2017). They detected a 3.36-year cycle and a 22.6-year cycle that seem to be connected to the El Niño Southern Oscillation and the Hale sunspot cycle, respectively. They also modeled and speculated that these driving forces are modulated in amplitude by a long periodic signal of millennial timescale. They further speculated that this millennial signal may be an impact of greenhouse gases. Scafetta and colleagues (Scafetta and West, 2007; Scafetta, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016) consider this millennial scale period to be partly caused by solar variations associated to the planetary hypothesis and argue that solar/astronomical effects likely count at least 50% of the observed warming. This conclusion derives from various considerations, and some of them include the analysis of the temperature of the past at least up to the medieval times that Wang et al. (2017) do not address. However, as stated by Wang et al. (2017): “here we prefer to regard it as the GHG ‘greenhouse gases-signal for the physical energy of the climate system’.”

In this work, we propose to study the statistical inter-relationships between Sun and climatic variations within the spectral frequency domain in which we believe the physical nature of the complexity can be better revealed and hence understood. We adopt relatively simple techniques, mainly correlations combined with wavelet cross spectra, paying attention to the statistical significance estimations and modified degrees of freedom when smoothing is applied to the time series analyzed.

As mentioned by Kristoufek (2017), and many other authors, the detection of solar-climate association has many issues. Among them, the methodology used which can strongly affect the results, cyclical and trend components playing important roles, possible non-linear interactions playing also key roles, and time variation of the sought relationship. To overcome some of these issues, Kristoufek (2017) uses continuous wavelet coherence analysis, which we also use in conjunction to its Fourier counterpart and a correlation analysis. He shows that the relationship between $R_\odot$ and temperature has been “disturbed” by CO2 since the 1960s. Once this relationship is taken into account by filtering it, they obtain significant coherence between $R_\odot$ and global and hemispheric temperatures at ~20-year periodicity. They support their results with the Granger causality tests (Granger, 1969), which, as already mentioned, involve more complex statistics.

We choose to follow simpler statistics, which in our opinion allow for clearer and more direct interpretations.

2. Data

Annual-mean solar and climatic data series were used in this study in order to detect a possible association between solar and climate variations at a particular station in the Southern Hemisphere: Tucuman (26.8°S, 65.2°W), at 481 m above sea level, located in the Northwestern
Tucuman has one of the longest climatic series in Argentina, and the longest in the Northwestern region of the country without data gaps. In addition, in the case of the precipitation time series it can be considered as representative of the Northwestern region which extends between 22° and 29° S and between 63° and 68° W (Heredia and Elias, 2013).

Data since 1911 correspond to the Estacion Experimental Agro-industrial Obispo Colombres (EEAOC) located in El Colmenar, Tucuman. Prior to 1911 they belong to a location 4.6 km apart. This first period of data covers 1889 through 1935 so, the simultaneous 1911–1935 period was used in order to obtain homogeneous time series in both cases (Kenning, 1963; Minetti, 1991; Minetti and Vargas, 1997) covering from 1889 until present.

Solar data includes.

* SBM obtained from the ephemerides EPM2017H (Cionco and Pavlov, 2017). It can be downloaded from https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.882534. We use the magnitude of the barycentric position of the Sun, \( r \), the modulus of the solar orbital angular momentum, \( L \), and its variation (the so called solar “torque”), \( dL/dt \). These expressions are fully explained with a detailed description and

Fig. 4. Wavelet transform of (a) total annual precipitation over Tucuman, (b) Tucuman annual mean temperature, and annual mean temperatures (c) NH land, (d) NH sea, (e) SH land, (f) SH sea. Period 1889–2018. (Thick black contour: 95% confidence level; lighter black line: cone of influence, COI).
equations used in their calculations in Cionco and Compagnucci (2012).
* Sunspot number, $R_z$, obtained from WDC-SILSO, Royal Observatory of Belgium (available at http://www.sidc.be/silso/datafiles).
* Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) reconstruction based on the model by Lean and described by Coddington et al. (2015) (available at http://lasp.colorado.edu/home/sorce/data/tsi-data/#historicalTSI), which corresponds to the NRLTSI (Naval Research Laboratory Total Solar Irradiance) reconstruction, one of the two key datasets of TSI historical records. The other one is SATIRE (spectral and total irradiance reconstruction). NRLTSI is based on solar proxies and observations of TSI, being thus an empirical TSI model, while SATIRE is a semi-empirical model since it uses calculated intensities and proxies generated from model solar atmospheres. Both results compared very well in the time scales of interest in this work (Matthes et al., 2017).

Climatic data includes:
* mean temperature and total precipitation over Tucuman obtained from the South American Climatic Laboratory and correspond to annual data for the period 1889–2018,
* Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Southern Hemisphere (SH) mean temperature data sets developed by the Climatic Research Unit (CRU, University of East Anglia) together with the Hadley Center (UK Met Office), which correspond to anomalies with respect to the average of the 1961–1990 period (available at https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/), including the following:
  - CRUTEM4 NH and SH land air temperature (Jones et al., 2012),
  - HadSST3 NH and SH sea surface temperature (Kennedy et al., 2011a, 2011b),

In all studied cases we considered the period 1889–2018 that is the longest period available for Tucuman data. Fig. 1 shows solar annual data, and Fig. 2 Tucuman series and hemispheric temperatures. The quasi-decadal variability of TSI and $R_z$ is clearly noticed in Fig. 1(a), with cycles even tending to be lower in amplitude than one or both of the adjacent odd cycles, and rise time to the maximum within a given cycle faster than the corresponding declining phase (Russell et al., 2016). Both features, “alternation” in cycle’s intensity and phase asymmetry, imprint certain characteristics to the spectrum which will be discussed later in this work. The ~20-year cycle noticed in Sun’s orbital data and shown in Fig. 1(b), which we will also call bi-decadal cycle, presents some asymmetry and amplitude variations, although not as systematic as in quasi-decadal cycle case. Regarding climatic series, a strong short-term inter-annual variation can be noticed that is totally absent in solar data and which masks any probable decadal or bi-decadal oscillation, together with an almost steady increasing trend, especially in global and hemispheric temperature data.

3. Trend estimations

Trends in time series are usually filtered out before applying spectral studies. These trends, however, can imply a stronger variation than
those due to periodical oscillations. In climatic series, trends beginning in the 1800’s are commonly linked to increasing greenhouse gases concentration. Fig. 3 shows the global CO$_2$ mixing ratio obtained from the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) since 1850, together with a linear and a quadratic fitted trend. The quadratic fit shows a better adjustment, as can be deduced from the correlation coefficients shown in the graph.

Linear and quadratic trends for each climatic series were estimated with the method of least squares, having first tested that they are all normally distributed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at the 5% significance level. The expected change per year and for the 130-year period, from 1889 to 2018, was calculated based on these trends. A negligible difference was observed for the total variation between the linear and the quadratic assessments. Table 1 shows the total increase during the 130-year period assessed from the quadratic fit, and the increase per year obtained with the linear fit, which multiplied by 130 is almost equal to the total increase. These values will be later compared with variations expected from a ~20-year periodicity.

4. Power spectrum analysis

Original climatic time series were detrended with a quadratic fit, followed by a wavelet transform (WT) that is able to detect periodicities with amplitude and significance that may change in time, a condition mostly common in climatic and solar data series.

WT was calculated using the computational algorithm of Torrence and Compo (1998). The Morlet wavelet commonly used in climatic series analysis was chosen, given by.

$$\psi_{\omega_0}(\eta) = \pi^{-1/4} e^{i \omega_0 \eta} e^{-\eta^2/2}$$

(1)

where $\omega_0$ is a dimensionless frequency taken as 6, which allows a good balance between time and frequency localization (Grinsted et al., 2004). Given the time series length, WT provides significant results for periodicities shorter than ~45 years.

Fig. 4 shows WTs of climatic data series. Significant peaks appear sporadically at periodicities between ~8 and ~2–4 years in both Tucuman series and in SH temperatures. Also a ~13-year in the case of SH land temperature, and a ~20-year cycle in the cases of Tucuman precipitation and SH sea temperature, are detected as significant. The Northern Hemisphere only presents as significant a ~4-year periodicity but very sporadically. We will focus in this work only on the ~20-year cycle which appears as significant in Tucuman precipitation after the 1960’s, and also in Tucuman temperature even though not statistically significant. In the case of SH sea temperature is significant before the 1940’s.

The fact that NH temperatures do not present the bi-decadal variation and that in the case of Tucuman temperature appears faintly but with no statistical significance, may point out that this cycle is probably more linked to sea characteristic than to land. This could be concluded considering that the Southern Hemisphere has 80% of its surface covered by water while the Northern Hemisphere has 60%, and that Tucuman precipitation is directly linked to air masses coming from the Atlantic Ocean (Seluchi et al., 2003; Heredia and Elias, 2013).
Fig. 5 shows WTs of solar parameters. Here the ~11-year period in $R_z$ and TSI, and the ~20-year period in $r$ and $L$ are very well defined. The WT of $dL/dt$ (not shown) is almost identical to that of $L$.

5. Cross spectrum and coherence

To statistically determine a possible association between solar variation and climatic series of Tucuman, the cross wavelet transform (XWT) and the wavelet coherence (WTC) between them were assessed, considering their ability to detect association in frequency (or periodicity) domain that may change in time in a rather simple way. XWT, equivalent to the Fourier cross power spectrum, measures periods with high common power, i.e. when both time series have a common oscillation in terms of frequency. It also gives information on the phase relationship through arrows, which points right when both series are in-phase, left when they are in anti-phase, straight down when the second series leads the first by 90°, and so on. WTC corresponds to the square of the cross-spectrum normalized by the individual power spectra, thus giving a quantity between 0 and 1, identifying frequency bands that have a common variation in both series, even if the power at the corresponding frequency in any of the two series is low. It measures the correlation between two time series in terms of frequency. As in the case of Fourier coherence, this coherence is identically one at all times and scales if it is estimated with the raw spectrum estimations. This problem is solved by smoothing the cross-spectrum before normalizing, so care should be taken regarding the smoothing procedure. For this analysis we used the software developed by Aslak Grinsted (available at http://www.glaciology.net/wavelet-coherence/) (Grinsted et al., 2004).

Fig. 6 shows XWT and WTC between $r$ and both Tucuman detrended series. Similar plots (not shown) are obtained for $L$ and $dL/dt$. A clear common power is noticed for a ~20-year quasi-periodicity during the whole period, but with different phases. However, there is significant coherence only after 1960’s in the case of precipitation with in-phase variation. A 90° offset is observed in the case of Tucuman temperature but it does not reach the 95% confidence level.

In the case of hemispheric land temperatures, shown in Fig. 7, SH presents XWT and WTC similar to Tucuman temperature, but with a significant phase difference slightly smaller than 90°. In the case of NH the ~20-year quasi-periodicity appears as significant in XWT and WTC during the whole period with a clear in-phase common variation, even though this periodicity has no significance in NH land WT (see Fig. 4(e)). XWT and WTC for hemispheric sea temperatures, shown in Fig. 8, indicate also a significant ~20-year quasi-periodicity where the coherence has shifted to the period prior to 1960’s in the case of SH, and it is more limited in time, around 1960’s, for NH.

Figs. 9 and 10 depicts XWT and WTC between Tucuman series and TSI, and also $R_z$. XWT is shown only for the case of TSI since it is identical to the case of $R_z$. The common quasi-decadal variation appears in precipitation and temperature, but without coherence at all. This is due to the strong quasi-decadal variation in $R_z$ and TSI. On the other hand, the ~20-year quasi-periodicity, even though faint in the cross spectrum, presents significant coherence after 1960’s. Hemispheric land and see temperatures (not shown here) present a similar behavior in the sense that a significant common power appears at the quasi-decadal
variation, but coherence appears only at the ~20-year quasi-periodicity during a certain period. Coherence is significant in $R_z$ case and not TSI, due to a long-term variation in TSI which is not present in climatic series due to detrending procedure. If TSI is also detrended, WTC looks like those corresponding to $R_z$.

The average variation expected for the bi-decadal periodicity in half a cycle can be assessed as twice the corresponding FFT amplitude. This value is listed in Table 1, together with associated annual variation that is the average half cycle variation divided by ten. This variation has a sign during half a cycle, and the opposite during the other half, contrary to the annual variation expected for the 130-year long-term trend, which is always positive. Something to note is that the annual variations due to the steady trend and due to the bi-decadal cycle are similar in magnitude for each climatic series. However, one is sustained in time while the other is zero on average.

Regarding the statistical significance of the results about coherence between climate records and barycentric dynamics of the sun, the issue seems to be well studied in Scafetta (2018).

6. Correlation analysis

The possible association between solar and climatic data series was also analyzed using correlation analysis. Variations with time scales shorter than decadal were filtered out first by calculating the 11-year running mean of each detrended time series. Correlation coefficients, $r_c$, listed in Table 2, were assessed then between solar and climatic series.

The confidence level of each correlation coefficient was estimated with the t statistic.

$$t = \frac{r_c \sqrt{N-2}}{\sqrt{1-r_c^2}} = \frac{r_c \sqrt{N-2}}{1-r_c^2}$$

with $N$-2 degrees of freedom, $df$, where $N$ is the number of independent data in each correlated series. In the case of the raw data $N=130$ so $df=128$, but when an 11-year running mean is applied, the independent data is reduced to 130 divided by 11, that is $df$, or (N-2) in equation (2), is reduced to 9. In this case $t = 1.833$ for a 95% confidence level, which means that only $r_c > 0.52$ would be statistically significant. As can be noticed from Table 2, any $r_c$ value exceeds this limit. The $r_c$ parameter before to and after 1950 was also calculated, considering that before or after ~1940 to ~1960 coherence becomes significant. In these cases, $df$ falls to 3 and 4 respectively, and the corresponding limiting values of $r_c$ become 0.80 and 0.74. The only significant correlation coefficient obtained is between Tucuman precipitation and $r$ or $L$, after 1950, with $r_c = 0.76$, roughly reaching the 95% confidence level. Fig. 11 shows both series and a direct association can be clearly noticed for the second half of the period here analyzed.

7. Combined characteristics of the quasi-decadal solar activity and bi-decadal Sun’s motion cycles

As mentioned in Section 2, two noticeable characteristics of TSI and $R_z$ decadal variability (Russell et al., 2016) are the following:
(1) even cycles tend to be lower in amplitude than one or both of the adjacent odd cycles, which can appear as ~20-year peak in a power spectrum,
(2) rise time to the maximum within a given cycle is faster than the falling time, which results in power spectrum peaks at quasi-decadal sub-harmonics (Elias and Zossi, 2006).

Regarding the bi-decadal variation of Sun’s motion parameters, a slight asymmetry can be noticed in the rising and falling times, even though not as regular as the asymmetry in the solar activity cycle. This asymmetry results, as in the case of TSI and \( R_z \), in power spectrum peaks at sub-harmonics of the 20-year cycle, the first of which would be a ~10-year period.

As a way to test how this shows up in XWT and WTC, artificial series were generated with these features. A time series of 11-year periodicity was constructed then with a combination of purely sine waves in such a way that the rising time was set to 4 years and the descending time to 7, and an alternation of tall and short cycles with a difference of 30% in amplitude. A 20-year purely sine series was constructed also with an asymmetry between the rising and falling phases. As can be seen in Fig. 12, where XWT and WTC between TSI and \( r \), and between their artificial counterparts, the alternation in the quasi-decadal cycle strength together with the asymmetry in the quasi-decadal and bi-decadal cycles, generate the mean behavior characterized by common powers at ~10 and ~20-year cycles, and sporadic significant coherence at ~20-year.

8. Discussion and conclusions

Our results and conclusions can be summarized as follows:

1 Based on WTs of climatic data series, and considering that the Southern Hemisphere has 20% more water than the Northern Hemisphere and that Tucuman precipitation depends, among other variables, on winds coming from the ocean (Seluchi et al., 2003; Heredia and Elias, 2013), it is possible to argue that the ~20-year cycle is probably linked to the conditional characteristics of the sea surface. The damping effect of the oceanic thermal inertia would also contribute to making some climatic parameters more sensitive to slower solar variations as occurs in our case assuming that the bi-decadal cycle is linked to the Sun (Zanchettin et al., 2008; Stefani et al., 2019).

2 An explanation for the coherence at ~20-year quasi-periodicity between solar activity and Sun’s orbital parameters, which in turn is influenced by planetary movement, could be purely statistical. We base this argument on the characteristics of their main cycles: the quasi-decadal variation in solar activity, which has alternating maxima, and the bi-decadal cycle in Sun’s motion parameters, which has asymmetric rising and falling duration.
If one of the reasons for the alternation of tall and short cycles (i.e., the so-called Gnevyshev-Ohl rule of sunspot number cycles; see Tlatov, 2013; Zolotova and Ponyavin, 2015) in solar activity is linked to the Sun’s motion around the barycenter, this would provide a physical explanation supporting our statistical result. A possibility would be the explanation for solar activity variations as forced oscillations between solar system planets and the solar dynamo (Yndestad and Solheim, 2017; Stefani et al., 2019).

Assuming that there is a real connection between the Sun and climate through the planetary hypothesis, this connection is usually, as it is in this case, detected after filtering out long-term trends in climatic series. According to our results, this trend could represent values similar to those associated to solar effects.

Regarding the coherence and cross spectrum analyses, they may present certain issues since when one of the two records is highly harmonic XWT might yield artificially high power at the corresponding frequency. Scafetta (2018) discuss this issue fully by showing that

---

**Table 2**

Correlation coefficients between 11-year running mean of annual climatic and solar series. 95% confidence level: $r_c \geq 0.52$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climatic parameter</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>$dL/dt$</th>
<th>$Rz$</th>
<th>TSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tucuman precipitation</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucuman temperature</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH land</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH sea</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH land</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH sea</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 10. (a) Cross wavelet spectrum XWT and (b) wavelet coherence WTC for the period 1889–2018, between TSI and Tucuman mean temperature. (c) WTC between $Rz$ and Tucuman mean temperature. Temperature series detrended with quadratic fit. (Thick black contour: 95% confidence level; lighter black line: cone of influence, COI).

Fig. 11. Tucuman total annual precipitation (black) and the solar barycentric distance $r$ (red) after an 11-year running mean. Both series are standardized. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
climatic data indeed significant peaks at periodicities around 20 years. In addition, when certain periodicities do not appear in the whole data period, as is the case for example in Tucuman precipitation, it may lose power in the computed global spectrum.

Something worth mentioning is that annual mean temperature and total precipitation over Tucuman, shown in Fig. 2(a), are negatively correlated at multiple frequencies which means that higher temperatures would correspond to lower annual precipitation, something which would be contrary to the Clausius-Clapeyron relation between the atmosphere temperature and its water holding capacity. A quasi 60 year cycle can also be deduced from this same figure, which is an important cycle found also in the barycentric movement. However, due to our data series length, XWT and WTC do not have the resolution to study this issue.

Finally we conclude that the climate system do have a natural component that is a long-term oscillation forced by the Sun. The source of the steady trend is more difficult to specify in this work. We assume that it is plausible to be linked to greenhouse gases increase with interannual induced variations that may be competing with those produced by solar forcing. However, it is evident that the issue depends also, for example, on the length of both the climatic and solar activity time series records, on the specific solar record that one uses, on the climate sensitivity to the low frequency variation of solar activity, and many other complications. In this respect, Li et al. (2018) for example, after detecting the role of $R_\odot$ 11 and 22-year cycle on global temperature, could not explain its upward trend in the last decades and emphasized that global warming is mainly due to CO$_2$ emissions.

Alternatively, for our single location study, we cannot exclude the possibility that the longest term warming trend may simply be the local manifestation of the historical environmental changes of the observing site (see discussion in Soon et al., 2015).

Through statistical analysis we tried to gain insight into the processes determining the shorter-term interannual to bidecadal variations of Tucuman climatic series with the purpose of identifying the Sun as a natural forcing, even though, ultimately, we cannot offer any direct physical arguments. However, we leave this negative result as a source of motivation for specific sun-climate insights relevant to our region until next promising adventure.
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